**Project Name:** Taiwan-Canada Aboriginal Culture Festival II

Brief description: A second major aboriginal culture festival, modelled on the extremely successful March-June 1999 Festival. Festival II will take place beyond fiscal 1999-2000 (probably September-December 2000) but some seed money is necessary. Activities are necessarily unconfirmed but will include one major Indian Art Exhibit (tentatively the Indian Art Centre's *Perpetual Bundle*), one Inuit art exhibit, a Documentary Festival, a photo exhibit (perhaps by Jimmy Manning), a fashion show, performing arts groups, an academic seminar.

Amount requested: 800

Partners (proposed or actual): CAA, Airline, corporate partners as in 1999

Partner's contributions: Money, locations, plane tickets, logistics

Overall goals and objectives: Extremely high profile festival with positive spillover effects on tourism, education, small business.

Budget summary: production of glossy materials for potential sponsors, purchase of catalogs for potential sponsors.

**CULTURAL INDUSTRIES--OTHER**

**Project Name:** Ewan McGregor Exhibition

Brief description: Euan's show will run for three weeks in Tainan. Besides making numerous studio visits in Tainan and Taipei, Euan will meet with galleries to pitch ideas for future Canadian contemporary art shows in Taiwan. He will also give lectures on contemporary art in locations such as Taiwan College of Art, Tainan College of Art, IT park, Huashan District, Taipei Fine Art Museum. As a lecturer, Euan will be able to give an insiders look at the contemporary art scene in Canada to student and gallery audiences. There is a proven audience for such lectures in Taiwan.

Amount requested: 1,500

Partners (proposed or actual): New Phase Art Gallery, Tainan various Art galleries and schools in Taipei and Tainan

Partner's contributions: New Phase: All expenses for show in Tainan Accomodation for artist in Tainan. other galleries, schools: organize and publicise lectures

Overall goals and objectives: Publicise contemporary Canadian art, sell local gallery on a small art exhibit for 2000/2001 Transportation Taipei-Tainan, local transportation in Tainan, Taipei, and Kaohsiung 5 days accomodation and per diem in Taipei

**Project Name:** CanLit visit

Brief description: Invite a Canadian author (writing in english) to Taiwan for brief tour to do readings at university(s) and media work. Identified candidate is Kerri Sakamoto (GG award nominee 1998) who makes regular trips to Japan and fits young, telegenic image.

Amount requested: 1,500

Partners (proposed or actual): Local University, probably Fu Ren University